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Abstract. Despite the recent interest in extending Adaptive Hypermedia beyond the closed corpus domain and into
the open corpus world of the web, many current approaches are limited by their reliance on closed metadata model
repositories. The need to produce large quantities of high quality metadata is an expensive task which results in
silos of high quality metadata. These silos are often under utilised due to the proprietary nature of the content
described by the metadata and the perceived value of the metadata itself. Meanwhile, the Linked Open Data
movement is promoting a pragmatic approach to exposing, sharing and connecting pieces of machine-readable data
and knowledge on the WWW using an agreed set of best practices. In this paper we present a novel Linked Open
Data based personalisation framework that leverages the Web of Data to satisfy the metadata requirements of a
Adaptive Hypermedia System. Through the implementation of a prototype system we evaluate the effectiveness of
this approach as well as identifying the potential issues that arise from building personalisation systems based on
Linked Open Data.
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1. Introduction

In the traditional, closed model approach to
Adaptive Hypermedia (AH), it is necessary to de-
fine proprietary models that describe aspects of
the system and the environment before any adap-
tation can be carried out. These models include
the User Model, the Domain Model and the Adap-
tation Model (presentation strategy), which all
need to be defined in advance. Such systems also
require the content, which will be used in the gen-
eration of presentations, to be in a specific format
and described using a specific metadata standard.
This reliance upon bespoke, proprietary content
and models restricts the ease of adoption, scala-
bility and accessibility of such technologies. This
paper describes an Open Model for AH and Adap-
tive Web (AW) systems. The aim of the paper is

to specify both the non-functional and functional
properties of this model.
The Open Model for AH described by this paper

proposes utilising the vast volume of data avail-
able on the WWW to address the issues described
above. It is proposed to not only gather content
from the web, but also to gather the data which de-
scribes that content. A number of web technologies
have emerges in recent years which make this Open
Model achievable. Linked Open Data (LOD) is a
practical approach to exposing, sharing and con-
necting content via the WWW. The structure and
links exposed in LOD repositories can be leveraged
quickly. This structure has real value in AH as it
describes both the content and the domain, which
are both basic requirements of AH systems.
To further explore the application of this model,

this paper presents a architectural description
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and evaluation of a system that implements this
open model using AH and LOD techniques and
technologies. The system, the Personalised Movie
Browser, is a movie recommender that suggests
movies that match the user’s preferences, based
upon indications of interest. The system uses data
from LinkedMDB [1], a project which publishes an
open semantic web database for movies, including
links to other datasets on the open data cloud and
references to related web pages.

1.1. Linked Open Data

The LOD movement is promoting a pragmatic
approach to exposing, sharing and connecting
pieces of machine-readable data and knowledge
on the WWW using an agreed set of best prac-
tices [2]. LOD can be characterised using three key
properties: (i) the data is published as an RDF
data model; (ii) the data is linked to other rele-
vant information through RDF links; and (iii) the
data is made available using open, agreed stan-
dards [4]. RDF is a data format for defining a di-
rected, labelled graph which represents informa-
tion available on the WWW. Individual LOD Re-
sources are identified using http URIs. LOD is in-
tended to be data-centric; the focus is on provid-
ing large amounts of data in a highly accessible
manner. The schema vocabularies used to struc-
ture the data should, where possible, reuse exist-
ing terms. The most commonly used vocabularies
include:

– Dublin Core, which describes documents [5].
– Friend of a Friend, which describes individu-
als and their friends [6].

– Semantically Interlinked Online Communi-
ties, which describes user-generated content,
such as forum posts [7].

– An RDF binding of Creative Commons, which
is a model for licensing the distribution and
reuse of works [8].

There are many existing Linked Data reposito-
ries available in a wide variety of disparate do-
mains such as: general encyclopedic knowledge
(DBPedia [9], YAGO [10]); Movies (linkedMDB
[1]); and academic publications (DBLP RKB Ex-
plorer [11]).
SPARQL is the most common query language

used with RDF and can be used to express queries
across diverse data sources, whether the data is

stored natively as RDF or viewed as RDF via mid-
dleware. However, as the use of RDF data sources
has increased, performance pertaining to SPARQL
queries becomes a cause of concern, particularly
where latency is an issue. The demonstrator sys-
tem described in this paper implements a caching
approach for executing SPARQL queries. This ap-
proach was evaluated using page load benchmarks
and is described in more detail in section 4.2, be-
low.

1.2. Adaptive Hypermedia

Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) combines concepts
from Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) and
WWW Hypermedia. AH Systems utilise user and
domain models to achieve the adaptive selection
and sequencing of linked hypermedia content [12].
Early AH systems embedded adaptivity sequenc-
ing logic and navigational controls in the con-
tent used by the system. As AH systems have at-
tempted to support more dynamic functionality,
however, such as adaptivity and personalisation,
the content requirements of these systems have
become more stringent and the volumes of content
consumed far greater. As a result, these systems
are being hampered in efforts to deliver such dy-
namic functionality by their traditional closed cor-
pus nature and reliance upon bespoke, proprietary
content and models. To scalably support such sys-
tem flexibility and dynamism, AH applications re-
quire access to large volumes of content which is
varied in structure, language, presentation style,
etc [13]. These applications also need to reduce the
reliance upon bespoke, design time-authored user
and domain models.
In an attempt to address the functionality and

scalability issues described above, a “second gener-
ation” of AH systems emerged. These systems in-
stigated a significant shift towards the detachment
of adaptivity controls relating to content sequenc-
ing, and the physical content [14]. This develop-
ment, in principle, enables the integration of exter-
nally developed, open corpus, content into these
previously closed corpus systems. However, due to
proprietary restrictions enforced by such systems
on content format and structure, the majority still
source all content from system-exclusive reposito-
ries of resources. The models used by such systems
are also still typically authored at design time. The
ability of AH applications to function using con-
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tent from open corpus sources has been questioned
in recent times, and has been labelled the “Open
Corpus Problem” [13].
[3] describes a framework that semantically ex-

amines hyperlinked content on both the WWW
and in digital content repositories, and creates
concept specific caches of content which can be
used in the generation of adaptive offerings. How-
ever, AH systems which attempt to reap the ben-
efits of such approaches must be able to func-
tion without placing complex structural restric-
tions on content and without the need for design-
time knowledge of available resources and the re-
lationships between these resources.
Some educational hypermedia systems, such as

KBS Hyperbook [15] and SIGUE [16], allow the
incorporation of content sourced from the WWW.
However, leveraging such content for use within
these systems requires significant manual effort on
the part of a domain expert or course designer,
in advance of incorporation. The content must be
sourced, not a trivial task, and then tagged us-
ing the LOM [17] metadata schema and associated
with domain model concepts to enable integration
[18]. SIGUE, similarly, requires the metadata gen-
eration for all new content and manual integration
with a domain model. Knowledge Sea II also al-
lows the integration of open corpus content, how-
ever, to add an open corpus resource to the sys-
tem, a comparative analysis must be conducted
between the new resource and every existing re-
source in the collection. A keyword-based similar-
ity metric is used. Knowledge Sea II employs self-
organising topic maps to categorise content and
create a linked flow between resources [19]. While
these AH systems are attempting to utilise open
corpus content, none have yet attempted to imple-
ment the automated harvesting and use of open
corpus knowledge models.
This paper continues by detailing related work

in section 2. This related work includes RDF
Browsing technologies, Ontology-driven AH and
previous “speed of web” studies. The paper then
presents an architectural overview of the proposed
open model, personalisation framework along with
a description of the Personalised Movie Browser
system based on this architecture. An evaluation
of this system is then presented. Finally, in section
6, a series of conclusions based upon this research
are detailed.

2. Related Work

RDF Browsers are an area in which research is
currently focused. One such system is /facet [41], a
generic faceted browser whose primary features in-
clude easy browsing and selection of properties of
other, semantically related, types handling of any
RDFS dataset without extra configuration and ef-
fective search system for the dataset. Another sys-
tem is LENA [42], which stands for LEns based
NAvigator. A “lens” represents a particular view
onto RDF data and as described by the Fresnel
Display Vocabulary. LENA enables viewing RDF
data in your web browser and supports SPARQL
selectors. Longwell [43], an RDF powered highly-
configurable browser. While these browsers allow
for effective browsing of RDF ontologies and meta-
data none deal with the more technical issues
when dealing with remote data sources, primarily
caching.
The application of semantic web techniques in

Adaptive Hypermedia systems is a natural step as
both aim to achieve personalisation. The degree
to which AHS have integrated semantic web tech-
niques varies from the use of ontologies to describe
concept domains such as in ADAPT2 [32] and the
PNS [33] to the use of RDF as the medium for
all of the metadata models that the AHS relies
on, leveraging the power of the technology through
semantic search techniques [34]. Where RDF has
been used to such a degree it has typically required
the RDF to be written specially for the applica-
tion as the information was not available. The re-
cent emergence of the Web of Data has seen a re-
newed interest in this area of research. In [40], the
potential for the application of LOD techniques
in User Modelling and Adaptation domains is dis-
cussed. The authors speculate about the utilisa-
tion of LOD for the realisation of the Domain
Models and User Models, which form key compo-
nents of any AHS. Beyond the AH domain, Linked
Data has been used to support the delivery of per-
sonalised services as part of recommender systems
[35] as well as for personalised television as part of
the NoTube project [36].
There has been substantial research in the area

of performance for Linked Data. In particular,
there have been trials with extremely large collec-
tions of data, as well as specific data sources. The
predominant methodologies have focused on com-
paring the server-side through reasoning [30], re-
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trieval [31] or a combination of those features [23]
on common data [29], or other query optimisations
[24]. This kind of approach is of great value be-
cause it allows an objective perception of the per-
formance of different Linked Data architectures.
However, there has not been as much focus on in-
situ measurement of performance in the Linked
Open Data Web.
There have been studies on the nature of the

content visible on the Linked Open Data Web and
the Semantic Web [27], for example with a mea-
surement of the change frequency of the informa-
tion available [25], or the informative nature of
particular URIs [26] This is necessarily a more
subjective study, since it depends on the complex
blend of factors on both the client and server side,
as well as network issues. Nonetheless, there is a
need for application developers to have a good
sense of the performance of the Linked Data repos-
itories that are available. This paper will present
a small initial study on the speed of Linked Data
‘in vivo’.

3. Architecture

In this section we present the architecture for
the Open Model Personalisation Framework. As
discussed previously, the aim of this system is to
provide the user with a personalised composition
while addressing some of the limitations of exist-
ing personalisation approaches such as those ap-
plied by Adaptive Hypermedia Systems. First we
present the architecture of the Open Model Per-
sonalisation Framework followed by a discussion
of an example application, the Personalised Movie
Browser, which has been implemented based on
this framework.

3.1. Open Model Personalisation Framework

The main component of the Open Model Per-
sonalisation Framework, shown in figure 1, is the
Adaptive Engine (AE), this is a rule based sys-
tem, based on JBoss Rules [44], that integrates
metadata model access and storage functionality
with the rule base, providing direct access to the
metadata. In addition, the AE facilitates the exe-
cution of queries across LOD repositories as part
of the rule base. The AE supports the adaptation
process through the execution of an Adaptation

Strategy (AS). The AS can be considered similar
to the Adaptation Model used in other AHS with
the notable difference that the rules that make
up the AS are not only scaffolded on the struc-
ture of the domain but also on a strategy that de-
scribes how the content composed by the system
should be sequenced. The significant advantage of
this approach is that the architecture can be ap-
plied in domains in which there is a need for the
sequencing of a personalised composition to be in-
fluenced by a domain expert rather than being en-
tirely based on the relationships that exist between
concepts in the domain. This is a concept that has
been adopted from the application of AHS in the
eLearning domian[14]. The rules that make up the
AS are designed to be independent of any phys-
ical resources, e.g. content. Being abstract facili-
tates the use of the AS over a wide range of con-
tent sources as well as the utilisation of content
from a variety of open corpus sources. As such, the
reusability of the AS is greatly enhanced.

Fig. 1. Architecture Diagram for the Open Model Person-
alisation Framework

The adaptation process carried out by the AE
is influenced through the use of the User Model
(UM), which provides the AE with information
about the learner that is pertinent to the adapta-
tion process. This model is not intended to cap-
ture every detail of the user that the system could
potentially adapt to but rather just the properties
that are of interest, for example the user’s pre-
ferred movie genres. The UM is captured in an
open XML format, allowing the AE to support
the use of a wide range of standards and specifi-
cations. More concrete examples of the use of the
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User Model can be found in the discussion of the
Personalised Movie Browser application.
In a traditional AHS, the adaptation process

would also involve the use of a content model
and/or domain model to provide information
about available resources and the relationships be-
tween concepts in the domain. In the framework
presented here both of these metadata models are
replaced by the use of LOD repositories that pro-
vide access, through a SPARQL query interface,
to metadata that is encoded in RDF.
This approach provides two significant advan-

tages, the first is that, by it’s very nature, the
Linked Data describes the structure of the domain
providing the system with information about the
relationships between concepts. The second ad-
vantage is that it removes the need to generate
metadata that describes the concepts or resources
that are used by the application. This is arguably
one of the most significant issues affecting the up-
take of AH based systems as the manual genera-
tion of metadata for large content bases quickly
becomes an expensive task [20] while automatic
approaches to generating metatada typically de-
pend on consistent document content, context or
metadata [21].
As discussed later in this paper, see section 4.2,

the use of LOD does require some special consider-
ation. As all of the computation required to carry
out the necessary SPARQL queries, which can be
quite complex, is offloaded to the service provider.
As such, the performance of the service can be dif-
ficult to guarantee, especially if the query spans
across more than one LOD repository. To mitigate
this issue, the implemented system utilises Mem-
cached [39] as a RDF cache, which sits between
the AE and the LOD repository. This provides im-
proved performance for any queries that have pre-
viously been run.
The outcome of the adaptation process is a

model describing the user’s personalised compo-
sition, which the user can access through a web
based User Portal. The composition describes the
specific resources that were selected for the user
and how they should be sequenced for the user.
These content resources can come from either
closed content repositories or more open reposi-
tories available on the internet. The Presentation
Portal also provides additional functionality such
as tools through which the user can provide the

system with information about themselves, allow-
ing them to influence the adaptation process.

3.2. Personalised Movie Browser

In order to validate the proposed architecture
and to serve as a research platform for further ex-
perimentation in the application of Linked Data,
the Personalised Movie Browser application was
developed. This web based application is designed
to provide personalised movie recommendations
based on the user’s favourite movies. The Person-
alised Movie Browser makes use of the Linked-
MDB LOD repository as it’s source of metadata
about movies. LinkedMDB provides a significant
amount of information, such as actors, directors,
producers, synopsis, about a large collection of
movies as well as providing links to content re-
sources from sites such as IMDB and Freebase.

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the Personalised Movie Browser User

Preferences Page

Figure 2 shows a screen capture of the user pref-
erences page, which allows the user to specify a
list of 5 movies (shown on the right hand side).
The movies are selected using search box that pro-
vides auto-complete functionality based on the set
of movies that the system knows about. This al-
lows the user to select movies from the full range
of movies described by LinkedMDB while ensuring
that the task is not overly complex. In addition,
this technique ensures that the movies selected by
the user are valid entries for which searches of
LinkedMDB will return results.
When the user is happy with their movie selec-

tions the system generates a personalised set of
movie recommendations. The first step in this pro-
cess is to identify the genres of films that the user
is interested in, this is achieved by looking up the
genres of the movies that the user has specified
from linkedMD. An example of the SPARQL query
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select ?genre where{

?movieURL dc:title [movieTitle].?movieURL

movie:genre ?url.?url

movie:film_genre_name ?genre.

Fig. 3. Example SPARQL Query

used to achieve this is provided in figure 3. The
query shown is dynamically modified by the AE
by changing the variable, denoted by square brack-
ets [movieTitle]. The genres identified are ranked
depending on the number of times they occur in
the users selections. Based on the identified gen-
res, the system then queries linkedMDB for movies
that match the identified genres.
Figure 4 shows a screen capture of the person-

alised movie presentation for an individual user.
On the left hand side of the page a synopsis of
the movie is provided. This content is retrieved by
dynamically querying linkedMDB using a HTTP
endpoint. The user is also provided with a set of
visualisation components on the right hand side of
the screen that allow the user to view the infor-
mation that the system has captured about them,
their preferred movies, as well as the information
that the system has inferred about them, their pre-
ferred genres. The degree to which the system be-
lieves a user likes a genre is shown using a 5 star
rating. The user can also add films to their profile
through a ‘like’ mechanism.

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the Personalised Movie Browser Con-
tent Page

4. Evaluation

The inclusion of distributed information sources
in any user-facing application can reduce usability

by introducing delays, unreliability and distortion
in the interface. In particular, because adaptive
application seek to perform rich transformations
on the web experience of the user based on their
attributes, it is vital that the adaptive system be
responsive and reliable. These concerns arise di-
rectly in the use of Linked Open Data for adaptiv-
ity, because such systems depend on querying re-
mote knoweldge bases with differing infrastructure
and with often-complex query expressions. In or-
der to address this concern, two evaulations were
performed. The first was to attempt, at a quali-
tative level, to assess what kind of delay remote
querying introduces. The second describes the ef-
fect of generic web caching techniques on improv-
ing linked data adaptive system performance. This
shows that there are approaches to addressing the
problem of speed and reliability that can be lever-
agted from existing tools, rather than necessarily
needing to re-engineer specific LOD-AH method-
ologies.

4.1. Speed-of-web study

The relatively high cost of querying linked open
data remotely presents an important design con-
sideration, particularly for knowledge-intensive
applications such as Adaptive Hypermedia envi-
ronments.
The architecture presented in this paper demon-

strates a system on one repository, the Linked
Movie Database. However, the nature of the web
dictates that different linked data endpoints for
different content and platforms will have different
performance profiles. In order to gain a qualita-
tive perspective on the cost of remote linked data
querying, two representative queries were chosen
and executed on a number of repositories, chosen
from across the LOD cloud. While these results are
not statistically representative, they do provide an
initial view of the “speed of the LOD web”.
The queries executed were designed to be repre-

sentative of the kinds of operation relevant to an
LOD AH environment, specifically two tasks: re-
trieving a long list of entities, and retrieving the
detail of particular entities.
These queries are represented graphically in

fig.5 One of the key challenges for creating repre-
sentative queries was to define queries of approx-
imately equivalent semantics. In order to achieve
this, the three linked data sources chosen were ex-
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amined to locate somewhat equivalent entities and
attributes of similar cardinality and relationship
to the entities.

get Actor

Name

get Genre

Name

get Author

Name

get Subject

Name

get

Categories

get Genres

For 10

random

Movies:

get People

Movie titles

(500)

For 10

random

Programmes:

For 10

random

Papers:

Paper titles

(500)

Programmes

& titles

(500)

LinkedMDB
Pubmed

Bio2RDF

BBC 

Programmes

x10

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the queries used to mea-
sure the response of different LOD repositories. Note that
each set of queries was run three times, and that the results
were serialised as JSON

For the LinkedMDB data source, Movie entities
were chosen as the basic object for retrieval. A
query for 500 titles for entities of the Movie type
were retrieved. This query was repeated ten times,
and the aggregate time recorded.
From this list of retrieved titles, ten Movies were

chosen at random, and the list of Actor names
and Genre names for the Movie of a particular ti-
tle were retrieved. Similarly, for Pubmed Bio2RDF
[37], JournalArticle entities were chosen for re-
trieval, with paper authors and subject keywords
were selected. These are approximately similar at-
tributes in terms of cardinality and semantics to
the Movie entities.
The BBC Programme data source [38] differed

slightly in the way it represented the categorisa-
tions. The basic entity under investigation was the
Episode, but the graph differed from the other two
data sources by having one category relationship,
and the different between Persons and Genres was
decided by type inference. This also accounts for
a high variance in the result timings because of a
higher variance in the cardinality of the results.
This is a good example of the challenges of at-
tempting to uniformly assess different data sets:
modelling differences can make equivalence only
approximate.

4.1.1. Results
The query procedures on each Linked Data

source were repeated three times, on separate
days. The results were serialised as JSON. The ar-

chitecture for this test harness was based on the
SPARQL Endpoint Interface for Python [22] and
used Python’s built-in Timer library.
There are many inherent difficulties with ef-

fective performance testing, particularly with re-
gard to http-based interfaces, where caching, prox-
ies, network issues and other factors complicate
the repetition of trials. Because of this, aggre-
gate times for repetitions of individual times were
recorded separately. This provides an informative,
rather than objective guide to likely timing for
queries. The results are shown in figures 6 and 7
below:

Fig. 6. Time (sec) for sequences of genres for 10 random

items

Fig. 7. Time (sec) for sequences of 10 title queries

These results show that the performance of re-
mote semantic querying can vary depending on
a complex series of known and unknown effects.
This has implications for the design of adaptive
systems, which point towards a need for caching
strategies for complex or repetitive queries. An-
other factor observed was the limitation of con-
nection rates by the end-points. One endpoint re-
turned rate limits after 10 successive queries in a
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12 second period. This points to another key non-
functional design parameter: supporting rate lim-
ited access to end-points.

4.2. Cache

A caching mechanism for the results of SPARQL
queries. This was implemented order to improve
the performance of the Open Model Personalisa-
tion Framework. In the realm of medium to large
scale online applications caching is often applied as
a solution to improving application performance
and while some work has been done on the subject
with regard to local data sources under control of
the developer, there has not been much research
on the subject of caching of external resources, es-
pecially on the open web.
A caching system using a key-value associative

array was implemented and invoked whenever a
SPARQL query is made on a LOD repository. On
a HTTP / SPARQL request the program generate
a unique hashcode based on the request. It would
search for this HTTP URL/SPARQL hashcode in
the cache. If not found the request would continue
as normal and the result stored in the cache using
the hashcode of the request as a unique identifier.
If found, the result would be requested from the
cache.
In general, the model for caching was one which

assumed that the data sources were relatively con-
stant and unchanging. This is broadly represen-
tative of application areas such as movies, where
the information does not change often on a par-
ticular movie. To keep results fresh a timestamp
was added to the hashcode of the requests. This
timestamp consisted of the current date. In this
implementation, a 24-hour freshness measure was
used to mark stale cache entries and refresh them.
While arbitrary, this scale of delay appeared to
prove an adequate trade-off between caching and
freshness.
Figure 8 plots loading time of the main land-

ing page, which contains content such as movie
posters and film summaries extracted from IMDB
and free-base.com. The bar chart reflects the dif-
ference in loading in milliseconds between cached
and uncached requests, showing an 19.5 times de-
crease in load times (on average) when cached over
five trials.
Figure 9 displays the difference in loading

SPARQL requests from the cache and requesting

Fig. 8. Loading time for main landing page containing con-
tent

Fig. 9. The difference in cached SPARQL request times

versus uncached.

them uncached, showing a 6.2 times decrease in
load times (on average) when cached over five tri-
uals.
These results are based on generic genre queries

e.g requesting a list of Action movies. For user
specified requests, where there are specific con-
straints (like year made, or director) the likelihood
of getting the same query (and thus a cache hit) is
low. However caching of external additional data
helps build a tolerance of external faults and thus
improves the robustness of the system.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented an architecture for
driving multi-model adaptive personalisation lever-
aging Linked Open Data. There are several im-
portant advantages to using LOD for Open Model
Adaptive Hypermedia. The first, and most impor-
tant, is the large quantity of high quality, curated
data available on the Linked Data Web. The avail-
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ability of this data overcomes one of the key chal-
lenges of effective AH: the requirement for high-
quality structured data.
However, there are also some important prac-

tical considerations to be taken into account in
implementing effective Open Model AH systems.
The high variability of the response performance
of LOD repositories motivates further research
into repository and client performance, particu-
larly through caching.
It is important for future architectures for Open

Model AH, and LOD in general, to be resistant
to variable responses and which are able to avoid
excessive load on LOD repositories.
The personalised nature of Open Adaptive Hy-

permedia means that it is an interesting exam-
ple of the general problem of deciding how to
store portions of large Linked Data sets to improve
client performance. The challenges of personalisa-
tion are also applicable to other LOD use cases.
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